Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a necessary but insufficient cause of a subset of oral squamous cell carcinomas (OSCCs) that is increasing markedly in frequency. To identify contributory, secondary genetic alterations in these cancers, we used comprehensive genomics methods to compare 149 HPV-positive and 335 HPV-negative OSCC tumor/normal pairs. Different behavioral risk factors underlying the two OSCC types were reflected in distinctive genomic mutational signatures. In HPV-positive OSCCs, the signatures of APOBEC cytosine deaminase editing, associated with anti-viral immunity, were strongly linked to overall mutational burden. In contrast, in HPV-negative OSCCs, T>C substitutions in the sequence context 5
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′ -ATN-3 ′ correlated with tobacco exposure. Universal expression of HPV E6 * 1 and E7 oncogenes was a sine qua non of HPV-positive OSCCs. Significant enrichment of somatic mutations was confirmed or newly identified in PIK3CA, KMT2D, FGFR3, FBXW7, DDX3X, PTEN, TRAF3, RB1, CYLD, RIPK4, ZNF750, EP300, CASZ1, TAF5, RBL1, IFNGR1, and NFKBIA. Of these, many affect host pathways already targeted by HPV oncoproteins, including the p53 and pRB pathways, or disrupt host defenses against viral infections, including interferon (IFN) and nuclear factor kappa B signaling. Frequent copy number changes were associated with concordant changes in gene expression. Chr 11q (including CCND1) and 14q (including DICER1 and AKT1) were recurrently lost in HPV-positive OSCCs, in contrast to their gains in HPV-negative OSCCs. High-ranking variant allele fractions implicated ZNF750, PIK3CA, and EP300 mutations as candidate driver events in HPV-positive cancers. We conclude that virus-host interactions cooperatively shape the unique genetic features of these cancers, distinguishing them from their HPV-negative counterparts.
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Human papillomavirus (HPV) is the cause of a distinct subset of oral squamous cell carcinomas (OSCCs) that is rising in incidence in the United States (Gillison et al. 2000; Chaturvedi et al. 2011) . These HPV-positive head and neck cancers are different from their HPV-negative counterparts in many ways. Their predisposing risk factors are distinctive (sexual behavior vs. tobacco and alcohol use, respectively) (Gillison et al. 2008) , and the prognosis of HPV-positive OSCCs is more favorable (Ang et al. 2010) .
We originally proposed that HPV-positive OSCCs also comprise a distinct molecular entity when compared to HPV-negative OSCCs, based in part upon an inverse association between HPV presence and mutations in TP53 (Gillison et al. 2000) . Subsequent analyses confirmed TP53 mutations in only 3% of HPV-positive versus 82% of HPV-negative head and neck cancers (Agrawal et al. 2011; Stransky et al. 2011; Pickering et al. 2013; The Cancer Genome Atlas Network 2015) . Similarly, the pRB pathway is disrupted in HPV-positive cancers via E7 targeting for degradation by the proteasome, in contrast to mutation or methylation of CDKN2A (cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 2A, encoding p16 protein 10 NRF2) transcriptional pathway was identified. Additional distinctions between HPV-positive and HPV-negative cancers have been identified by targeted analysis of somatic mutations and gene expression profiles (Slebos et al. 2006; Seiwert et al. 2015) . Collectively, these data support the existence of common pathways, critical for the development of HPV-positive and HPV-negative head and neck cancers.
We note that prior genomic analyses focused predominantly on HPV-negative head and neck cancers arising in diverse anatomical sites and included limited numbers of HPV-positive OSCCs (Agrawal et al. 2011; Stransky et al. 2011; The Cancer Genome Atlas Network 2015) . Here, we report a comprehensive analysis of genetic alterations in OSCCs (inclusive of oropharyngeal and oral cavity), including the largest collection of HPV-positive OSCCs studied to date by use of next generation DNA and RNA sequencing.
Results

Sequencing analysis of HPV-positive and HPV-negative OSCCs
We focused our analysis on the two head and neck cancer anatomic sites with subgroups increasing in incidence in the United States: HPV-positive (predominantly oropharyngeal) and HPVnegative (predominantly oral cavity) OSCCs. We analyzed sequencing data from 149 HPV-positive and 335 HPV-negative OSCC tumor-normal (T/N) pairs, from an Ohio cohort (n = 112) and TCGA (n = 372). Clinical and demographic information, along with details about sequencing data and analysis, are provided in Figure 1 , Supplemental Figure S1 , and Supplemental Table S1 .
We classified 149 cancers as HPV-positive based upon detection of viral transcripts (out of 482 OSCCs with available RNAseq data) and DNA sequence reads that aligned to HPV reference genomes (out of 153 cases with available WGS data). Results were highly concordant. Additional confirmatory assays for tumor HPV status (e.g., HPV in situ hybridization and p16 protein immunohistochemical staining) were performed for the 112 cancers in the Ohio cohort. Again, results were highly concordant (Supplemental Fig. S1B -G; Supplemental Table S1A-H).
Of 149 HPV-positive cancers, viral typing showed that 86% were positive for HPV16, 7.4% for type 33, 4.0% for 35, 1.3% for 18, and 0.7% each for 59 and 69. Within the subset of 103 HPVpositive cancers studied by WGS, the median virus copy number was 11.4 per cell (range 0.1-247). Although many cancers lacked large segments of the viral genome, the full-length HPV E6 and E7 DNA coding regions were consistently present. Discordant DNA sequencing reads containing both HPV and host genome sequences, indicating viral integration into the host genome, were detected in 74% ( Fig. 1C ; Supplemental Fig. S1E ; Supplemental Table S1I-K; Akagi et al. 2014) .
Of the high-risk HPV types, HPV16 transcripts have been characterized most thoroughly; they undergo extensive splicing. Therefore, we assessed the expression of virus-specific transcripts -16; lavender, 18; green, 33; yellow, 35; orange, 59; dark blue, 69. (D) Cigarette smoking history for each patient: black, ≥10 pack-years; gray, <10 pack-years; white, never smoker; X, no data. (E) Heat map of variants in 24 significantly mutated genes (left) identified by MutSig (adjusted P-value < 0.2) ) in samples ordered as in A (x-axis). Key: red, copy number gain involving gene; blue, copy number loss; black dots, somatic variants including missense, nonsense, and splicing site SNVs, and frameshift or in-frame insertions or deletions (indels). Bold font (gene names): adjusted P-value < 0.1. Table at right: percentages of samples that have single nucleotide mutations and short indels; copy number variants (CNVs) (gains or losses); and total (combined). Individual genes were ranked by these combined frequencies (top to bottom). See also Supplemental Figure S1 and Supplemental Table S1 .
using RNA-seq data from 126 HPV16-positive cancers. The predominant polycistronic transcript, highly expressed (median 96.1 FPKM [fragments per kilobase million]) in 100% of cancers, had coding potential for E6 * 1, E7, E1^E4, and E5. Transcripts with full-length HPV E6 coding potential also were expressed in 91% of HPV16-positive OSCC, albeit at substantially lower levels than E6 * 1 in most cases (Supplemental Fig. S1B-D ; Supplemental Table S1L ). Canonical transcripts for E5 were expressed in 71%. A total of 23,291 somatic variants were identified in coding regions across 149 HPV-positive cancers. These included 14,290 missense single nucleotide variants (SNVs), 6044 synonymous SNVs, 1391 nonsense (stop-gain) SNVs, 227 splice donor and acceptor site variants, 263 frameshift and 75 in-frame insertion or deletion (indel) variants. Exonic mutation rates ranged broadly from 0.2 to 78 somatic variants (defined here as both SNVs and small indels) per megabase pair (Mbp) per tumor (Fig. 1A) . The median rate of somatic variants in exons was 1.86 per Mbp, and 9.4% of cancers had ≥10 somatic variants per Mbp. These rates corresponded to counts ranging from 10 to 3959 exonic variants per tumor. Analysis of 103 HPV-positive cancers with WGS data identified a total of 1,342,816 somatic variants genome-wide. The median rate of genome-wide somatic variants was 2.04 per Mbp. Somatic mutation rates across genomes or exomes of HPV-positive cancers did not differ significantly from HPV-negative cancers. Details regarding variant rates in all OSCCs studied using various sequencing technologies (i.e., WGS and WES) and platforms are provided in Supplemental Materials and in Figure 1 , Supplemental Figure S1A , H−M, and Supplemental Table S1M-P. Overall, 81.1% of the somatic variants identified in expressed coding regions were confirmed using RNA-seq data, regardless of source of samples, sequencing platforms, and downstream SNVcalling bioinformatics pipelines. Excluding variants identified in HPV-positive OSCCs from TCGA WES data, 83.5% were confirmed by RNA-seq. These rates are similar to the 86% confirmation rate observed in TCGA (The Cancer Genome Atlas Network 2015). Moreover, 92% of somatic variants in 24 HPV-positive and HPVnegative OSCCs in our Ohio cohort were confirmed independently by targeted resequencing (Supplemental Table S1Q ,R).
We assessed somatic mutation rates among 407 cases with available tobacco exposure data (including 135 HPV-positive and 272 HPV-negative OSCCs). Mutation rates were not significantly different in comparing heavy smokers (≥10 pack-years) to never or light smokers (<10 pack-years) in patients with HPV-positive OSCCs. In contrast, among HPV-negative OSCCs, mutation rates were significantly higher in heavy smokers. This result was consistent across sequencing platforms ( Fig. 1D; Supplemental Fig. S1N-Q ).
An HPV-positive tumor was an extreme outlier in overall mutation rate (Fig. 1) . In this cancer, the DNA polymerase POLE was disrupted both by a missense mutation in a context previously associated with APOBEC (apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-like) family member-mediated activity, as well as by a stop-gain mutation, resulting in its ultramutator phenotype (Rayner et al. 2016) . As expected, mutation rates were significantly higher among HPV-positive cancers with deleterious mutations in DNA repair and mismatch repair genes (Supplemental Fig. S1R ,S; Supplemental Table S1S-V).
Somatic variants and mutational signatures reflect distinct risk factors in OSCCs
Analysis of the six possible nucleotide substitutions in HPV-positive vs. HPV-negative OSCCs identified significant differences.
Both C>T and C>G substitutions were significantly more frequent in HPV-positive than in HPV-negative cancers (mean frequencies 49.0% vs. 36.4%, adj. P = 1.8 × 10
; and 18.6% vs. 14.8%, adj. P = 4.6 × 10 −3 , respectively). In contrast, the other four somatic variants each were significantly more frequent in HPV-negative OSCCs ( Fig. 2 ; Supplemental Fig. S2 ; Supplemental Table S2 ).
Rates of SNVs occurring in all 96 possible three-nucleotide genomic sequence contexts were calculated for each of the 153 OSCCs with WGS data (Fig. 2A,B) . Most pronounced among HPV-positive OSCCs were the fractions of C>T and C>G mutations observed in the context of 5 ′ -T * CW-3 ′ genomic sequences associated with APOBEC cytidine deaminase editing. Thus, we compared the distribution of 30 mutation signatures as defined by COSMIC nomenclature among HPV-positive vs. negative OSCCs (Alexandrov et al. 2013) , revealing several significant differences (Fig. 2C) . Again, the contribution of signatures previously attributed to activity of the APOBEC family of cytidine deaminases (i.e., signatures 2 and 13) were significantly higher in HPV-positive than in negative OSCCs. Of all SNVs detected in HPV-positive cancers, 47.4% occurred in the context of mutation signatures 2 and 13, significantly more than just 21.7% of all SNVs in HPV-negative cancers (adj. P = 0). Similarly, on a per-tumor basis, the mean fractions of signature 2 and 13 mutations again were elevated in HPV-positive more than in HPV-negative OSCCs (35.0% vs. 18.3%, respectively; P = 5.12 × 10
−10
). Very strong correlations between numbers of signature 2 and 13 mutations and total SNVs indicated that APOBEC editing was the principal driver of the overall mutation burden in HPV-positive OSCCs ( Among HPV-negative OSCCs, mutations were distributed more broadly across the 30 mutational signatures when measured either as fractions or as total number of SNVs (Fig. 2) . Notably, the contribution of signature 16, with a predominance of T>C substitutions occurring in a 5 ′ -ATN-3 ′ sequence context, was significantly greater in HPV-negative than HPV-positive cancers, whether measured by mean fraction (14.2% vs. 1.8%, P = 5.05 × 10 −7 ) or number (1457 vs. 106, P = 1.96 × 10 −6 ) of variants (Alexandrov et al. 2016) . A novel finding in our data was a statistically significant association between cigarette smoking exposure (≥10 vs. <10 pack-years) and higher fraction or number of signature 16 mutations in HPV-negative OSCCs (Fig. 2E) . Moreover, pack-years of tobacco smoking positively correlated with number of signature 16 mutations (r = 0.39, P = 7.0 × 10 −10 ) (Fig. 2F ). We also observed weaker evidence supporting an association between intensity of current alcohol use and signature 16 mutations (Supplemental Fig. S2N ). No such associations were observed in HPV-positive OSCCs, regardless of cut-point of tobacco exposure utilized in the analysis (e.g., never versus ever smoker). In HPV-negative OSCCs, no single signature accounted for a high fraction or number of overall SNVs. Several signatures (i.e., 8, 9, 10, 11, and 16 ) in addition to APOBEC signatures 2 and 13 correlated with total mutation burden. Inferences drawn from analyses utilizing WES data were similar (Supplemental Fig. S2C-N In both HPV-positive and HPV-negative OSCCs, as the genome-wide mutation burden declined, the contribution of signature 1 mutations was significantly elevated. Therefore, tumors with low mutation burden were characterized by mutation signatures attributed to spontaneous deamination of 5-methylcytosines. No associations were observed with age (Supplemental Fig. S2 ; Supplemental Table S2 ).
Frequently mutated genes in HPV-positive OSCCs
In assessing somatic variants with predicted functional impacts in HPV-positive OSCCs, we identified statistically significant enrichment of mutations in 17 genes (q < 0.1) (Fig. 1E) . Confirming previous reports, recurrent mutations in PIK3CA, KMT2D, FGFR3, FBXW7, and DDX3X were significantly increased among HPVpositive cancers (The Cancer Genome Atlas Network 2015; Seiwert et al. 2015) . We found significantly increased rates of mutations in PTEN, TRAF3, RB1, CYLD, and RIPK4, confirming studies cataloging their presence in one or more cancers (Chung et al. 2015; Seiwert et al. 2015; Hajek et al. 2017) . Novel to our analysis was significant enrichment of mutations in ZNF750, EP300, CASZ1, TAF5, RBL1, IFNGR1, and NFKBIA. When the false discovery rate was relaxed to q < 0.2, NSD1, ASAP1, BBX, SLTM, TGFBR2, HIST1H2AE, and STAT1 also were found to be recurrently mutated. Figure S2 and Supplemental Table S2 .
Only ZNF750 and DDX3X mutations co-occurred in individual cancers at frequencies greater than expected by chance ( Fig. 1E ; Supplemental Table S3A ,B). The most significantly mutated genes among HPV-positive OSCCs were markedly different from those in HPV-negative OSCCs ( Fig Table S3) . Mutations in PIK3CA, ZNF750, FGFR3, CASZ1, PTEN, CYLD, and DDX3X were significantly more common in HPV-positive than HPV-negative cancers (adjusted P < 0.05). In contrast, TP53, FAT1, CDKN2A, NOTCH1, CASP8, and HRAS were mutated significantly more frequently in HPV-negative OSCCs (adj. P < 0.05) (Agrawal et al. 2011 ). Common to both types of OSCCs were mutations in PIK3CA, KMT2D, FBXW7, NSD1, and TGFBR2 (Supplemental Table S3A -F).
The natural history of HPV-positive OSCC patients with ≥10 pack-years smoking history more closely approximates that of HPV-negative OSCC patients (Ang et al. 2010) . Therefore, we investigated whether or not the most highly mutated genes in HPV-negative OSCCs also were mutated frequently in this subset of HPV-positive cancers. While mutations commonly found in HPV-negative OSCCs also were detected in HPV-positive OSCCs, no associations with tobacco exposure (categorized as none, <10 pack-years, or ≥10 pack-years) were observed (Supplemental Table S3G ).
To study mutations that may be common to HPV-associated cancers regardless of tissue type, we compared the frequency distribution of mutations enriched in HPV-positive OSCCs to those in cervical cancers, which are uniformly HPV-positive. Genes significantly enriched and occurring at similar mutational frequencies in both HPV-positive OSCCs and cervical cancers were PIK3CA, EP300, PTEN, FBXW7, and TGFBR2. In contrast, mutations in ZNF750, FGFR3, CASZ1, CYLD, and RIPK4 were significantly more frequent in HPV-positive OSCCs than in cervical cancer (Supplemental Fig. S3A ; Supplemental Table S3H,I ). A trend toward increased KRAS mutations was observed in cervical cancer. We conclude that among HPV-associated cancers, some genetic alterations may be shared across anatomic sites, whereas others may be specific to a particular anatomic site.
Predicted functional impacts of somatic variants in HPV-positive OSCCs
To explore the functional implications of somatic variants in the 24 most frequently mutated genes in HPV-positive OSCCs, we plotted their relative positions, counts, and types in the context of annotated protein domains ( Fig. 4 ; Supplemental Fig. S4 ; Supplemental Table S4 ).
Of the 280 somatic variants in the 24 genes identified as the most frequently mutated genes in HPV-positive OSCCs (Fig. 1) , 121 (43%) lacked evidence for previous annotation in any human cancer (Supplemental Table S4A ). Moreover, 197 (70%) of the somatic variants overall were not reported specifically in OSCCs and therefore are novel in these particular cancers. We found three previously unreported, recurrent somatic variants, each in at least two independent OSCC samples, disrupting a splice acceptor site in CASZ1, an initiator codon in DDX3X, and a stop-gain mutation in ZNF750 (Supplemental Table S4A ). Of the 83 somatic variants that were reported previously, 16 (19%) were identified individually in single HPV-positive OSCC samples in our study as well, confirming their recurrent roles in these cancers.
The majority (87%, 39 of 45) of PIK3CA protein mutations in HPV-positive cancers were gain-of-function changes localized to two amino acids in the helical domain, i.e., 542E>K, 545E>K, and 545E>Q (Ng et al. 2018 PIK3CA  ZNF750  KMT2D  EP300  FGFR3  CASZ1  PTEN  CYLD  FBXW7  NSD1  RB1  RBL1  ASAP1  DDX3X  RIPK4  TRAF3  BBX  SLTM  TGFBR2  NFKBIA  IFNGR1  TAF5  HIST1H2AE  STAT1   % tumors   0   5   10   15   30   TP53  FAT1  CDKN2A  NOTCH1  CASP8  PIK3CA  KMT2D  HRAS  NSD1  FBXW7  TGFBR2  NOTCH2  NFE2L2  HLA−B  AJUBA  EPHA2  RASA1  CTCF  RAC1  SMAD4  FOSL2  NF2  PSIP1  EIF2S2 consistent with APOBEC-mediated mutagenesis (Henderson et al. 2014) . In contrast, the predominant mutations in PIK3CA (47%) in HPV-negative cancers were 1047H>R and 1047H>L in the catalytic domain, also reported as activating mutations (Ng et al. 2018) .
We found that 7% of HPV-positive OSCCs harbored loss-offunction, missense, or nonsense mutations disrupting the ubiquitin ligase and tumor suppressor protein FBXW7. These included the recurrent mutations 479R>Q and 505R>G (Davis et al. 2014 ; The Cancer Genome Atlas Network 2015; Chung et al. 2015; Seiwert et al. 2015) . Additional mutations in encoded proteins at recurrent amino acid positions included activating mutations in FGFR3 at 249S>C (Duperret et al. 2014; Ng et al. 2018) ; mutations in the histone acetyltransferase EP300 at 1399D>N; disruption of a splice acceptor site of the zinc finger transcription factor CASZ1 affecting amino acids downstream from 501R; and mutations in the phosphatase domain of PTEN at 130R (Ng et al. 2018) . Also observed were mutations that cluster within specific protein domains, such as diverse frameshift or nonsense mutations in the zinc finger domain of ZNF750 and several distinct mutations in the active phosphatase site of PTEN. In contrast, the genes KMT2D, CYLD, and RB1 each harbored a range of diverse mutations, as did genes with mutation hotspots (Fig. 4 ; Supplemental Fig. S4 ; Supplemental Table S4A ). Among such nonrecurrent, unclustered mutations, those in PIK3CA protein including 88R>Q and 726E>K have been found to be activating (Ng et al. 2018) .
Ontology analysis of the 24 most frequently mutated genes in HPV-positive OSCCs revealed strong and statistically significant enrichment (≥10-fold, P < 0.01) of several biological Table S4 ).
processes, including apoptosis, regulation of sequence-specific DNA transcription factors, viral processes, and the innate immune response (Supplemental Table S4B-D) .
Genomic copy number alterations in OSCCs
We note that analysis of somatic variants alone substantially underestimated the frequency at which the 24 most significantly mutated genes were disrupted in HPV-positive cancers ( Fig. 5 ; Supplemental Fig. S5 ; Supplemental Table S5 ). While 28% of HPV-positive OSCCs had activating mutations in PIK3CA, gene amplification was also present in 67%. Moreover, transcript levels of amplified genes were increased significantly, as shown from RNA-seq data (e.g., PIK3CA, BBX, ASAP1, adjusted P < 0.01). Conversely, genes inactivated by somatic variants (e.g., RB1, PTEN, CYLD, EP300, FBXW7, TAF5, IFNGR1, NSD1, and STAT1) were deleted frequently and their expression significantly decreased. In some individual cancers, both somatic variants and CNV coincided, potentially resulting in biallelic disruption (e.g., PIK3CA and CYLD). After considering these impacts of CNV, genetic alterations in RB1, BBX, and TAF5 were more frequent in HPVpositive OSCCs and those in RAC1 were more frequent in HPVnegative OSCCs (in addition to significant differences in somatic variants noted above). Comparable, coincident disruptions of genes by SNVs and CNVs were observed in HPV-negative OSCCs ( Fig. 1E ; Supplemental Figs. S2C, S5A-F; Supplemental Table S5A-D) .
A striking example of the complementary roles played by SNVs and CNVs was provided by the RB1 family of genes. Approximately 6% of cancers harbored deleterious SNVs in RB1, and deletions of the genetic locus were observed in another 34% (Fig. 1E ). In addition, the retinoblastoma family member gene RBL1, encoding the protein p107, was disrupted by SNVs in 6% and by CNV in 20%. These observations were surprising, given the ubiquitous expression of the viral oncogene E7 in these cancers. The function of the E7 oncoprotein in degrading pRB family members by targeting them to the proteasome is well-established. The critical requirement for HPV E7 in cervical cancer development is demonstrated by its strictly conserved protein sequence in cancers, despite its widespread variation in infected controls (Mirabello et al. 2017 ). Thus, we investigated whether nonsynonymous mutations in E7 were associated with RB1 gene disruptions in HPV-positive OSCCs. No such association was observed (Supplemental Table S5E ,F). The importance of complete genetic knockout of RB1 (encoding pRB) and RBL1 (p107) in the pathogenesis of OSCC, as suggested by these data, also has been corroborated by mouse models (Shin et al. 2012) .
To investigate associations between CNV and alterations in gene expression, we analyzed WGS data to identify subchromosomal regions with recurrent gains and losses in 103 HPV-positive cancers. Regions with significant gains were detected in Chr 1q, 3q, 5p, 8q, 19q, 20p, and 20q, while significant losses were observed in Chr 2q, 3p, 4p, 7q, 8p, 9p, 9q, 10q, 11q, 13q, 14q, 15q, 16p, 16q , and 21p ( Fig. 5A,B ; Supplemental Fig. S5 ; Supplemental Table S5 ). Next, we identified alterations in expressed transcript levels by analyzing RNA-seq data and assessed their associations with the CNVs (Fig. 5C,D ; Supplemental Table S5G-T). Only 9.0% of genes in regions of recurrent gain displayed concordant, statistically significant increases in their expression relative to cancers without regional CNV (adjusted P < 0.01). Ontology terms of these genes were enriched in cell cycle and DNA damage response. In the most frequently amplified region of Chr 3q, 570 genes were expressed, of which 301 (53%) displayed significantly increased expression. Among these were 20 cancer census genes, including PIK3CA, TP63, and SOX2. Similarly, only 8.0% of genes in regions of recurrent loss had significant decreases in their expression, and ontology terms again were enriched in cell cycle regulation. In the most frequently lost region of Chr 11q, 86 of 456 expressed genes showed significantly decreased expression, including four cancer census genes, NUMA1, EED, ATM, and FLI1 (Supplemental Table S5G -T). Corresponding analysis of HPV-negative cancers showed distinctive, recurrent gains and losses ( Fig. 5A,B ; Supplemental Fig. S5 ; Supplemental Table S5 ).
When we compared regions of recurrent copy number gains or losses in HPV-positive cancers to those in 50 HPV-negative OSCCs ( Fig. 5A,B ; Supplemental Table S5S ,T), patterns were more distinctive than reported previously (Smeets et al. 2006) . Significantly more frequent among HPV-positive cancers were gains in Chr 3q and losses of 11q, 13q, 14q, 16p, and 16q. Of these, the most frequently gained region, spanning ∼45 Mbp of Chr 3q25-29, was present in 66% of cancers, while a 56-Mbp region on 11q14-25 was lost in 43%. Particular subchromosomal regions that were significantly lost in HPV-positive OSCCs were, in contrast, gained in HPV-negative cancers. Genes were identified in these regions with concomitant decreases vs. increases in their expression. A region of Chr 11q13.3-q13.4 containing the gene CCND1 was lost in 17% of HPV-positive and inversely gained in 14% of HPV-negative OSCCs. Similarly, a region of Chr 14q24.3-q32.3 containing TRIP11, GOLGA5, DICER1, HSP90AA1, and AKT1 was deleted in 21.4% of HPV-positive but gained in 24% of HPV-negative OSCCs. We conclude that HPV-positive cancers are fundamentally different from HPV-negative cancers with regard to regions of chromosomal gains and losses and consequent associations with altered gene expression.
Hierarchical analysis of batch-corrected RNA-seq data from 147 of 149 HPV-positive OSCCs and all 335 HPV-negative OSCCs separated the cancers into three main groups (Supplemental Fig. S5I ). The majority of HPV-positive cancers clustered in one group characterized by differential up-regulation of immune response genes (e.g., complement and immunoglobulin production) . In an exploratory univariate analysis, a subset of HPV-positive cancers that clustered by expression with most HPVnegative cancers had significantly worse survival (Supplemental Fig. S5L ; Supplemental Tables S5O-Q). These exploratory findings require further validation.
Ranked variant allele fractions identify candidate cancer-causing driver genes
Previous genetic analysis of premalignant lesions led to the formulation of a genetic progression model for the formation of HPVnegative OSCCs (Califano et al. 1996) . In contrast, a similar model for HPV-positive OSCCs has not been developed due to a lack of clinically identifiable premalignant lesions. Therefore, we sought to identify somatic variants whose variant allele fractions (VAFs) ranked highly across HPV-positive OSCCs, as they may represent early clonal events of potential pathophysiological significance.
First, to validate this approach, we calculated VAFs for all nonsynonymous, somatic variants in exons and ranked them for each of 329 HPV-negative OSCCs, thereby defining "ranked VAFs" (Supplemental Fig. S6 ). Next, we determined which of these ranked VAFs were significantly enriched among the top 5% VAFs across all of the cancers. Eleven of the 12 genes so identified were among the 25 genes that were mutated most frequently in HPV-negative OSCCs by MutSig analysis (Supplemental Fig. S6A , Listed are differentially expressed genes in CNV regions, already annotated as cancer-causing genes in Sanger Cancer Gene Census database and/or identified here as most highly mutated genes identified by MutSig. x-axis: numbers of genes; y-axis: chromosome arms. Each bar shows numbers of genes on each chromosome arm: (pink, red) in regions with copy number gains; (red) with increased expression that is significantly associated with local copy number gains, adjusted P-value < 0.05; (light blue, dark blue) in regions with copy number losses; (dark blue) with decreased expression that is significantly associated with local copy number losses, adjusted P-value < 0.05; (gray) lacking sufficient copy number changes; (white) with low variance of expression, so not tested. For each gene, the variance in gene expression was calculated for 101 HPV-positive and 50 HPV-negative cancers from batch-adjusted RNAseq data. Differentially expressed, CNV genes were identified using the t-test to compare their expression in at least three samples with local copy number gain or loss vs. expression in samples with normal copy number at the gene (see also Supplemental Fig. S5 ; Supplemental Table S5 ).
B; Supplemental Table S6 ). Notably, the ranked VAFs of mutations in CDKN2A and TP53 ranked most frequently within the top fifth percentile across all cancers. A heat map of ranked VAFs demonstrated that FAT1, CASP8, NOTCH1, and HRAS mutations also were significantly enriched within the top 5% among HPV-negative cancers (Supplemental Fig. S6C,D (Califano et al. 1996) . Moreover, these events are predictive of progression to cancer (Zhang et al. 2012 ). This analysis provided substantial support for our approach.
Extending from proof-of-concept analysis in HPV-negative cancers, we sought to identify candidate, early genetic progression events for HPV-positive cancers (Fig. 6) . Biased distributions of ranked VAFs were observed in ZNF750, PIK3CA, and EP300 and the other highly mutated MutSig genes overall, as their SNVs were significantly enriched in the top 5% of all ranked VAFs in the HPV-positive OSCCs. Other genes showed no such bias (binomial test, q < 0.01) ( Fig. 6A-C ; Supplemental Fig. S6E ,F; Supplemental Table S6 ). Additionally, while the distributions of ranked VAFs for SNVs in NSD1 and CYLD also appeared to be biased toward the top 5%, they did not reach statistical significance (Fig.  6D,E) . The ranked VAFs of all highly mutated MutSig genes in HPV-positive OSCCs showed a similar enrichment of high percentiles ( Fig. 6F; Supplemental Fig. S6E ). We note that genes disrupted by SNVs with highly ranked VAFs also were associated frequently with copy number variations in both HPV-positive (e.g., PIK3CA) and HPV-negative cancers (e.g., CDKN2A) (Supplemental Fig.  S6G ). We conclude that inactivating mutations in ZNF750 and EP300 and activating mutations in PIK3CA may play an early role in the genetic progression of HPV-positive OSCCs ( Fig. 6 ; Supplemental Fig. S6E-H ).
Discussion
Here, we have identified numerous genetic alterations among HPV-positive OSCCs that are distinct from HPV-negative OSCCs. We extended the unique characteristics of HPV-positive OSCCs to include mutational signatures, recurrent somatic mutations and candidate early driver genes, subchromosomal gains and losses affecting gene expression, and distinct gene expression profiles. These data improve the current understanding of the secondary genetic events that contribute to the development of HPV-positive OSCCs. Our data indicate that HPV oncoproteins and host genomic alterations cooperatively disrupt genomic stability, epithelial differentiation, apoptosis, transcriptional regulation and the anti-viral immune response, and induce cellular proliferation (Fig. 7) . Together, these data support a hypothesis that viral-host interactions cooperatively shape the genomes of HPV-positive OSCCs (Mesri et al. 2014) . We anticipate that these results will foster advances in diagnosis and therapy of this malignancy.
First and foremost, HPV-positive OSCCs were defined by the presence and expression of HPV E6 * 1/E6 and E7 oncogenes. Our observation that the truncated E6 * 1 isoform was expressed more highly and consistently than E6 is consistent with studies of cervical cancer, as its expression increased with severity of cervical dysplasia and cancer (Chen et al. 2014a ). Although E6 * 1 protein may be less efficient at degrading TP53, it stabilized E6 and E7 proteins and facilitated DNA damage (Olmedo-Nieva et al. 2018 ). Also of potential pathological significance were full-length HPV E5 Figure S6 and Supplemental Table S6. transcripts detected in 71% of HPV16-positive OSCCs. HPV E5 enhanced receptor tyrosine kinase signaling (e.g., by EGFR) and impaired expression of MHC class I and II proteins (Belleudi et al. 2015) . Therefore, transcripts for all viral proteins with known oncogenic activity were present in a large majority of HPV-positive OSCCs.
Genomic instability caused by disruption of the p53 and pRB tumor suppressor pathways appears necessary for the pathogenesis of all OSCCs. The TP53 and RB1 tumor suppressors that control cell death and proliferation are targeted directly for proteolytic degradation by the HPV E6 and E7 oncoproteins, respectively (HoppeSeyler et al. 2018). We were surprised to find that many host pathways already targeted by HPV oncoproteins also were disrupted by host genome alterations. This included the p53 and pRB pathways. In addition to ubiquitin-mediated targeting to the proteosome, E6 also mediates TP53 degradation through binding to the histone acetyltransferase (HAT) E1A-binding protein p300 (EP300, encoded by EP300). In so doing, E6 inhibits EP300-mediated TP53 acetylation, thus promoting MDM2-mediated degradation of TP53 (Zimmermann et al. 1999) . Despite universal expression of E6 * 1/E6 transcripts, we found EP300 was mutated in 12% of HPV-positive OSCCs. Moreover, the histone H3 lysine-4 methyltransferase KMT2D was also mutated in 13% (Stransky et al. 2011 ; The Cancer Genome Atlas Network 2015; Seiwert et al. 2015) . This transcriptional enhancer recruits EP300 to TP53 target genes to promote transcription (Froimchuk et al. 2017) . In another example, despite nearly universal expression of E7 transcripts, genetic mutation or deletion of RB1 was observed in 40% of HPV-positive cancers. RB1 and CCND1 deletion may compensate for high CDKN2A (p16 protein) expression, induced as a consequence of E7-mediated up-regulation of the histone lysine demethylase KDM6B (McLaughlin-Drubin et al. 2011) . Based on these data, we speculate that genetic alterations in gene products targeted by viral oncoproteins may facilitate cancer progression more actively than viral-host protein-protein interactions alone. We showed here that the risk-factor profiles that distinguish HPV-positive from HPV-negative OSCCs, i.e., HPV infection vs. tobacco and alcohol use, respectively (Gillison et al. 2008) , were reflected in different mutational signatures in cancer genomes. In HPV-positive OSCCs, a strong correlation was observed between the contribution of APOBEC-mediated genome editing (i.e., signatures 2 and 13) and the number of somatic variants overall, thus implicating innate anti-viral immune responses as the principal driver of mutational burden. In contrast, in HPV-negative OSCCs, novel dose-response associations were observed between pack-years of tobacco use (and trends for current alcohol use) and mutational signature 16. Adding to these mutations in HPV-negative cancers were lower frequencies of APOBEC mutations, previously hypothesized as attributable to smoking-associated inflammation (Alexandrov et al. 2016 ). Tobacco and/or alcohol use also increase risk of esophageal and liver cancer, both of which are characterized by signature 16 mutations (Chang et al. 2017; Letouze et al. 2017 ). Thus, we have now directly linked epidemiological exposures to downstream genomic consequences in OSCC.
HPV-positive OSCCs arise from deep within the tonsillar crypt epithelium, thus limiting their early clinical detection and precluding development of a genetic progression model. We found biased, high-ranking somatic VAFs across many HPVpositive cancers, identifying candidate early driver mutations in ZNF750, PIK3CA, and EP300, and possibly also in NSD1 and CYLD. These genes contrasted markedly with early driver mutations that we confirmed in CDKN2A, TP53, FAT1, CASP8, NOTCH1, and HRAS among HPV-negative OSCCs. The latter finding is consistent with early loss of heterozygosity (LOH) on Chr 11q and 17q in premalignant lesions of the oral cavity (Califano et al. 1996) . A recent observation that mutations in PIK3CA, EP300, NF1, or RB1 co-occurred with high-risk HPV infections in benign tonsil specimens suggested that they could serve as potential biomarkers for risk of progression (Ilmarinen et al. 2017) . We anticipate that these data will inform potential secondary prevention strategies for HPV-positive OSCCs among individuals with oral high-risk HPV infections, via genomic profiling of oral rinse or circulating cell-free DNA specimens.
Nearly ubiquitous among HPV-positive OSCCs were genetic alterations that activate the PI3K-AKT-mTOR1 signaling pathway. Activation of this pathway by HPV E6, E7, and E5 is essential for several critical steps in the viral life cycle, including viral host (center), is a necessary initiating event but insufficient for the development of cancer. Secondary genetic alterations accumulate as a consequence of host genomic instability induced by HPV oncoproteins, APOBEC induced host genome editing, and other forms of DNA mutagenesis. HPV E6 * 1, E6, E7, and E5 oncoproteins and these recurrent somatic variants in host genes and pathways cooperatively disrupt host genomic stability, apoptosis, cellular proliferation, epithelial differentiation, the anti-viral immune response, and transcriptional regulation. These viral-host interactions coordinately shape the genomes of HPV-positive OSCCs to promote HPV infection persistence, carcinogenesis, and tumor immune evasion.
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Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on December 19, 2018 -Published by genome.cshlp.org Downloaded from cell entry (Surviladze et al. 2013) , inhibition of autophagy to establish infection (Surviladze et al. 2013 ), viral replication (Spangle and Munger 2010) , and resistance to T cell-mediated apoptosis (Noh et al. 2009 ). Considering the combined effects of somatic variants and CNVs, 80% of HPV-positive cancers harbored alterations in PIK3CA or PTEN. Moreover, activating mutations in FGFR3 (Eswarakumar et al. 2005) and inactivating mutations in the lysine 63 deubiquitinase CYLD (Yang et al. 2013 ) may activate this pathway. Our ranked VAF analysis also supported early onset of PI3K-AKT-mTOR1 pathway activation, consistent with in vitro raft cultures (Henken et al. 2011 ) and in vivo mouse models (CallejasValera et al. 2016) , indicating that activation of this pathway is necessary for HPV-induced transformation.
Our data support disruption of epithelial differentiation as important for the pathogenesis of HPV-positive OSCCs (Fig. 7) . The transcription factor ZNF750 was disrupted in 28% of HPV-positive OSCCs and was implicated by our ranked VAF analysis as an early driver (Figs. 1, 3, 6 ). ZNF750 is a ΔNp63-inducible gene essential for switching from self-renewal of basal keratinocytes to terminal differentiation (Cohen et al. 2012; Hazawa et al. 2017) . Decreased ZNF750 expression promotes cellular proliferation while at the same time inhibiting terminal differentiation (Hazawa et al. 2017) . ZNF750 is frequently mutated in squamous cell carcinomas such as esophageal and cervical cancers (Zhang et al. 2015; Campbell et al. 2018) . Additional genes with known roles in regulation of epithelial differentiation that were recurrently mutated in HPV-positive OSCCs included lysine methyltransferase KMT2D (Lin-Shiao et al. 2018), the receptor-interacting protein kinase RIPK4 (Holland et al. 2002) , the TGF receptor subunit TGFBR2 (Meyers et al. 2018) , and EP300 (Wong et al. 2010) . Overall, at least 37% of HPV-positive OSCCs had genetic mutations in regulators of epithelial differentiation, and 58% had mutations and/or CNV disrupting these genes. Productive HPV infection is dependent upon terminal differentiation of keratinocytes. The natural history of an HPV infection may diverge away from benign, productive infection toward tumorigenesis as a consequence of mutations that disrupt epithelial differentiation. Moreover, these mutations may explain the poorly differentiated or "basaloid" phenotype characteristic of HPV-positive OSCCs (Gillison et al. 2000) .
We identified significant disruption of 17 genes by somatic variation among HPV-positive OSCCs, many of which encode potentially targetable proteins (e.g., FGFR3, PIK3CA, EP300) (Hayes et al. 2015) . Most were highly distinct from those in HPV-negative OSCCs. When the affected host genes and pathways were considered collectively, we noted that cellular pathways that defend against viral infections were frequently disrupted by somatic mutations, including the Toll-like receptor (TLR), interferon gamma (IFNG), nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-kappaB), and transforming growth factor beta (TGFbeta)-signaling pathways (Liang et al. 2015) . Mutations in these genes and pathways could promote tumorigenesis by facilitating immune evasion by the virus and secondarily by the tumor.
Our CNV analysis confirmed that a focus on somatic variants alone would underestimate the overall frequency at which genes are disrupted in HPV-positive OSCCs. Coincident SNVs and CNVs at specific genetic loci suggested biallelic disruption (e.g., loss of heterozygosity) with enhanced functional impact. Our unbiased analysis of high-resolution WGS and RNA-seq data identified hundreds of genes whose expression was significantly altered by CNVs, precluding efforts to assign pathophysiological significance to any particular gene (The Cancer Genome Atlas Network 2015). Amplification of a region on Chr 3q25-29 common to all squamous cell carcinomas (Campbell et al. 2018 ) was more frequent among HPV-positive OSCCs (Fig. 5) . Of particular interest were subchromosomal segments on Chr 11q, 14q, and 16q that were uniquely lost in HPV-positive and concomitantly gained in HPV-negative cancers, with commensurate but opposite changes in gene expression (e.g., inverse effects on CCND1, DICER1, and AKT1). Loss vs. gain in expression of the microRNA processing endoribonuclease DICER1 could have dramatic implications for gene expression profiles in HPV-positive vs. negative OSCCs. We are currently investigating these associations.
The anti-viral innate immune response leads to increased expression of type I IFN and IFN-stimulated genes, including the cytidine deaminase APOBEC3 family of viral restriction factors (Vieira and Soares 2013) . A large majority of activating mutations in PIK3CA (Fig. 4) were products of APOBEC-mediated mutagenesis, corroborating a previous report (Henderson et al. 2014 ). More broadly, 47% of all SNVs detected in HPV-positive OSCCs occurred in an APOBEC signature context. The association between mutations in DNA repair genes and high APOBEC signature mutation burden supports a potential interaction between virus-induced APOBEC activity and inability to repair the consequent host genome editing. Although APOBEC3 family members inhibit HPV infectivity and promote HPV episomal loss (Ahasan et al. 2015) , they paradoxically facilitate host genome mutagenesis . HPV E6 and E7 also induce transcription of and stabilize APOBEC3 family members (Vieira et al. 2014; Mori et al. 2017; Westrich et al. 2018) , further contributing to accumulation of APOBEC signature mutations. These HPV-APOBEC interactions provide a striking example of virus-host interactions that cooperatively shape genomic alterations in these cancers.
Activation of the host anti-viral IFN signaling pathway is countered by HPV E6, E7, and E5 proteins to promote infection persistence . For example, these viral proteins down-regulate expression of the dsDNA pattern recognition receptor TLR9 (Hasan et al. 2013 ) and repress transcription mediated by IFN regulatory factors 1, 3, and 9 (IRF1, IRF3, and IRF9) (Hong and Laimins 2017) . Adding to these impacts of the virus were host genetic alterations in several genes in the TLR and IFN signaling pathways, including TRAF3, DDX3X, CYLD, and EP300. Consistent with prior reports (The Cancer Genome Atlas Network 2015; Chen et al. 2017; Hajek et al. 2017 ), 26% of HPV-positive OSCCs harbored mutation or deletion of a key mediator of TLR signaling, tumor necrosis factor receptor associated factor 3 (TRAF3). Also mutated in 5% was the DEAD-box RNA helicase 3 DDX3X, whose gene product directly interacts with TRAF3 to activate IRFs (Gu et al. 2017) . DDX3X is frequently inactivated by viruses to suppress production of type I IFNs (Ariumi 2014 ), but to our knowledge no interactions with HPV oncoproteins have been reported. Moreover, the tumor suppressor cylindromatosis lysine 63 deubiquitinase (CYLD) (Bignell et al. 2000) was disrupted in 25% of HPV-positive OSCCs. Experimental knockout of CYLD reduced IFN-mediated signaling and expression of IFN-inducible genes . Knockdown promoted proliferation, migration, and invasion, while preventing apoptosis of cervical cancer cells in vitro (Sanches et al. 2018) . Triggering of the antiviral immune response is also dependent upon a complex between EP300 and IRF3, which together induce transcription of interferon and interferon-stimulated genes (Yoneyama et al. 1998) .
Further highlighting the significance of an impaired anti-viral IFN signal transduction pathway in HPV-positive OSCCs were mutations detected in IFNGR1, which encodes a subunit of the IFNG receptor complex. A key transcription factor mediating IFN (Hebner et al. 2007 ). Infected cells would also be resistant to IFNG-induced expression of MHC class I and II genes, thereby promoting immune evasion. Our findings thus have potential clinical implications for response to immunotherapy, given recent associations between loss of IFNG pathway genes and resistance to immune checkpoint blockade . We currently are investigating associations between these genetic alterations and the immune microenvironment of HPVpositive OSCCs.
Many of the IFN signaling pathway genes described above also are critical components of the NF-kappaB signaling pathway. Activation of this pathway is a common mechanism by which DNA tumor viruses, including HPV, promote cellular proliferation and inhibition of apoptosis (James et al. 2006; Xu et al. 2010; Sun and Cesarman 2011) . Although NF-kappaB pathway activation may promote HPV clearance early in infection, in later stages it is associated with cervical cancer progression (Tilborghs et al. 2017) . Among HPV-positive OSCCs, we observed mutually exclusive inactivating mutations in several negative regulators of the NF-kappaB signaling pathway, including TRAF3 (Guven-Maiorov et al. 2016), CYLD (Sun 2010; Lork et al. 2017) , DDX3X (Xiang et al. 2016) , and NFKBIA, the gene encoding NFKB inhibitor alpha (Natoli and Chiocca 2008) . Although we confirmed NF-kappaB pathway-activating mutations in TRAF3 and CYLD (Hajek et al. 2017 ) and extended these to include an additional 17% of patients with DDX3X and NFKBIA mutations, no associations with these mutations and survival outcomes were observed (Supplemental Fig. S2O ). Mutations in CYLD, TRAF3, and NFKBIA were enriched in Epstein-Barr virus-positive nasopharyngeal carcinoma (Li et al. 2017) , implicating activation of the NF-kappaB pathway in promotion of both virus-caused cancers of the head and neck.
TGFB1 encodes a potent inhibitor of keratinocyte proliferation that is indirectly targeted by HPV16 E6, E7, and E5, resulting in promotion of cellular growth and immortalization (Nees et al. 2001) . We identified mutations and deletions that disrupt a subunit of the TGFbeta receptor, TGFBR2, in ∼21% of HPV-positive OSCCs. These mutations may prevent TGFbeta-induced up-regulation of anti-viral IFNG expression in keratinocytes (Woodby et al. 2018 ) and therefore would be tumor-promoting. Moreover, they would disrupt growth inhibition induced by TGFbeta, whose expression otherwise is immunosuppressive in the tumor microenvironment (Travis and Sheppard 2014) .
The HPV genome is chromatinized in both its episomal and integrated forms. Viral proteins alter epigenetic regulation of host gene expression to promote viral genome expression (Soto et al. 2017) . Several chromatin modifiers and transcriptional regulators were recurrently mutated in HPV-positive OSCCs, including histone acetyltransferase EP300, lysine methyltransferases KMT2D and NSD1, the core histone HIST1H2AE, and transcription factors CASZ1, BBX, and TAF5. Such mutations can dramatically alter transcriptomes and cancer phenotypes, as demonstrated recently by NSD1 mutations. NSD1 mutations were linked to a subset of head and neck cancers characterized by global DNA hypomethylation, an "immune-cold" phenotype, and decreased expression of pro-inflammatory chemokines (Brennan et al. 2017; PapillonCavanagh et al. 2017) . Novel to our analysis were missense and stop-gain mutations in the zinc-finger transcription factor CASZ1, potentially involved in regulation of transcription-coupled DNA repair (Lui et al. 2015) . CASZ1 is a candidate tumor suppressor in neuroblastoma (Liu et al. 2011; Virden et al. 2012) , and its biallelic loss via HPV integration and LOH has been reported in cervical cancer (Schmitz et al. 2012) . We identified genetic alteration of another novel gene, BBX, in ∼47% of HPV-positive OSCCs. BBX is a member of the high-mobility group (HMG) box-containing family of transcription factor genes that includes SOX2 and HMGB1. Model systems support its role in regulation of the G1/S cell cycle transition (Chen et al. 2014b ) and stem cell differentiation (Wang et al. 2016) . BBX is located on the frequently amplified region on Chr 3q and is coordinately overexpressed. Further research is needed to clarify a role for BBX in the pathogenesis of HPV-positive OSCCs.
We acknowledge several limitations of our study. First, although we generated and studied a large data set, the statistical power afforded by 149 cancers nevertheless precluded reliable detection of recurrent mutations below ∼3% prevalence as well as accurate subclassification of tumors based on gene expression profiles. Second, our ranked VAFs in individual OSCCs were subject to several potential confounders (e.g., copy number variation, tumor purity, and subclonal heterogeneity of somatic variants). We acknowledge that only 40% of TP53 mutations ranked in the top 5% of all VAFs in HPV-negative OSCCs, lower than expected from an accepted genetic progression model (Califano et al. 1996) . Ongoing analytical approaches designed to correct for local copy number changes and cancer sample purity are likely to help identify which highly ranked VAFs are the most reliable indicators of early mutagenesis. Third, differences in sequencing protocols and platforms used over time necessitated bioinformatics adjustments, including batch correction of RNA-seq data. We did not detect substantial changes in variant calls or in overall transcript levels when various alignment software versions or reference genome assembly releases GRCh37 (hg19) vs. GRCh38 (hg38) were compared (Supplemental Figs. S1K, S5K). Fourth, copy number estimates for sex chromosomes can be unreliable, but this impacted only DDX3X on Chr X. And finally, we did not profile epigenetic marks using methods such as chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) or methylation sequencing (Methyl-seq). These and other genomics and epigenomics data will add important new insights about epigenetic regulation and transcription in HPV-positive OSCCs beyond what we analyzed here.
We conclude that HPV-positive OSCCs are genetically distinct from HPV-negative OSCCs in numerous ways. HPV-positive OSCCs are characterized by secondary genetic alterations in genes and pathways frequently targeted by HPV oncoproteins and those defending against viral infections, including the interferon signaling pathway. These genetic alterations would promote HPV infection persistence, carcinogenesis, and tumor immune evasion. We conclude that viral-host interactions cooperatively shape the distinctive genomic features of HPV-positive OSCCs.
Methods
Additional detailed methods are provided in the Supplemental Material. The overall study population included 112 subjects from the Ohio cohort and 372 from The Cancer Genome Atlas project (TCGA) (Supplemental Table S1A ). The 149 HPV-positive OSCC cases included 103 studied by whole genome sequencing (WGS) and 46 by whole exome sequencing (WES). Of the WGS T/N pairs, 86 were in the Ohio cohort and 17 were downloaded from the TCGA website at https://gdc.cancer.gov/. The 335 HPV-negative OSCC cases included 50 T/N pairs studied by WGS (26 from our Ohio cohort; 24 from TCGA) and 285 pairs studied by WES (TCGA). Sequencing, clinical, and demographic data were downloaded from TCGA.
Study population
HPV testing in the Ohio cohort
Tumor DNA samples (see Supplemental Methods for details) were tested for 37 HPV types using the Roche LINEAR ARRAY (Roche Molecular Diagnostics). Viral types were confirmed by identification of type-specific HPV E6/E7 genes using TaqMan quantitative PCR (qPCR) assay (Koshiol et al. 2011 ). Expression of type-specific HPV E6/E7 transcripts was quantified by reverse transcription followed by TaqMan qPCR assay (Jordan et al. 2012) . Corresponding formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded cancer samples were analyzed by p16 protein immunohistochemistry and HPV in situ hybridization (Jordan et al. 2012) .
Genomic DNA sequencing 
HPV transcript analysis
RNA-seq reads were aligned against a custom, hybrid genome comprised of human reference hg19 with 13 appended HPV type genome sequences, i.e., types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, and 69 (Akagi et al. 2014) using GSNAP (version 2014-12-20) (Wu and Nacu 2010) . To quantify HPV16 transcript isoforms in 126 HPV16-positive OSCCs, we used Cufflinks (Trapnell et al. 2012 ) with a hybrid template of RefSeq hg19 plus HPV16 transcript isoforms (Zheng and Baker 2006) . Further details are available in the Methods section of the Supplemental Materials.
Based on clinical annotations for OSCC samples from TCGA, 482 oral cavity and oropharyngeal cancers with available RNA-seq data were selected for downloading and analysis. RNA-seq reads were aligned against reference genomes for the same 13 HPV types using BWA-MEM (version 0.5.9) (Li and Durbin 2010) . Virus status was determined based on detection of >1 virus transcript fragment per kilobasepair per million aligned fragments (FPKM).
Somatic variant detection
For WGS samples sequenced at Complete Genomics (CGI), somatic variants (i.e., SNVs and short indels) were identified using the CGI Cancer Genome Pipeline v. 2. Variants with CGI somatic quality scores <0 were excluded from further analysis. Somatic variants in Illumina WGS tumors from the Ohio cohort or TCGA were detected using MuTect v1.1.4 , LoFreq v2 (Wilm et al. 2012) , and Strelka v.1.0.13 (Saunders et al. 2012 ) to detect SNVs. SomaticIndelDetector v.2.3-9 (part of GATK, Broad Institute) and Strelka v.1.0.13 (Saunders et al. 2012 ) were used to detect small indels (all at default settings). Somatic variants were filtered based on the default quality pass filter for each caller. Variants identified by only one somatic variant caller were excluded. Somatic variant calls from samples studied with WES were downloaded and counted without further modification from the TCGA portal (BI_IlluminaGA_DNASeq_automated, level 2). Counts of somatic variants were determined from "exonized" WGS data (both CGI and Illumina), based on the Agilent SureSelect Human All Exon v.5 panel. Somatic variant functional consequences were annotated using Variant Effect Predictor (VEP v. 79) (McLaren et al. 2016 ) using the GRCh37 (hg19) human genome assembly option. The details of somatic variant confirmation and annotation of somatic SNVs are available in the Methods section of the Supplemental Materials.
Mutation signatures
The 3-nt sequence context for each SNV (out of 96 possible genomic 3-nt sequences) was extracted and counted based on mapped chromosomal coordinates and the reference human genome hg19. The 3-nt mutation frequencies per tumor were used as inputs for a signature calling tool, deconstructSigs (Rosenthal et al. 2016 ) which de-convoluted them into 30 pre-defined COSMIC cancer mutation signatures (http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/ signatures). Potential associations between signatures and candidate risk factors were assessed by t-test or Pearson's correlation using the t-test or corr.test functions in R, respectively (R Core Team 2018).
Identification of significantly mutated genes
To identify significantly mutated genes, MutSigCV 1.4 was run at default settings , using as inputs both variants identified from WES data sets, downloaded from TCGA without modification, and variants called from WGS data as annotated by VEP v.79. MutSig gene candidate outputs with q-value <0.2 were filtered further to impose minimum thresholds of expression and prevalence in OSCC patients, so RNA-seq expression values of each gene candidate were required to have median FPKM > 1 across the panel of OSCCs, and >2% of patients would have codingchange variants in each gene.
The details of Gene Ontology analyses, CNV detection, and frequency distribution of copy number gains or losses are available in the Methods section of the Supplemental Materials.
Association between CNVs and altered gene expression
Using WGS data, the longest genomic fragment with a single estimated copy number (i.e., "estimated ploidy") overlapping with each gene was identified. This estimated ploidy was assigned to each gene as defined by GENCODE release 18 (based on GRCh37.p12) (https://www.gencodegenes.org/human/release_18 .html). Genes were identified for which three or more samples harbored local chromosomal gains or losses, with gains defined by estimated ploidy N > 2.5 and losses by ploidy N < 1.5. Gene expression data were normalized as described for RNA-seq analysis (details are available in the Methods section of the Supplemental Materials). Autosomal protein-coding genes were included in further analysis, while sex chromosome genes were excluded. After normalization, genes showing expression variance <0.3 (due to very low expression levels across almost all samples) were not studied further. The t-test statistic was calculated to compare expression levels in samples with normal copy numbers vs. gains, or separately between normal vs. losses. Multiple testing correction with a false discovery rate (FDR) method was performed.
Ranked VAF analysis
For each called somatic variant, high quality reads mapping to the reference or alternative alleles were counted. For CGI WGS variants, read counts were extracted from masterVar output files produced by CGI Cancer Sequencing pipeline v2.2. For Illumina WGS variants, read counts were extracted from MuTect, LoFreq, or Strelka outputs for SNVs, or SomaticIndelDetector or Strelka outputs for small indels. For TCGA WES variants, aligned sequence reads were downloaded in BAM format from the TCGA portal (BI_IlluminaGA_DNASeq_automated, Level 2), and counted using SAMtools mpileup (Li et al. 2009 ). Somatic variants were included for further VAF analysis when localized within gene exons (Ensembl v. 79) , with >20 mapped reads and VAF >5%. A total of 26,646 somatic variants in 145 HPV-positive samples (i.e., Ohio CGI, n = 34; Ohio Illumina WGS, n = 52; TCGA-WGS, n = 17; and TCGA-WES, n = 42; with four other TCGA-WES samples unavailable for this analysis) and 46,610 somatic variants in 329 HPV-negative samples (i.e., Ohio CGI, n = 25; Ohio Illumina, n = 1; TCGA-WGS, n = 24; and TCGA-WES, n = 279) met these criteria. Since VAF distributions differed dramatically between cancers, they were ranked relative to other somatic variants within individual OSCCs. The distribution of ranked VAFs was plotted for all HPV-positive or HPV-negative cancers. To assess the statistical significance of ranked VAF distributions, they were assigned to 20 bins of five-percentile increments. For genes with three or more somatic variants in different cancer samples, we used the binomial statistic to compare the observed vs. expected numbers of ranked VAFs in the top fifth percentile bin. Multiple testing correction using the FDR method was performed to calculate adjusted P-values.
Data access
WGS and RNA-seq data from this study have been submitted to the European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA; https://ega-archive .org/) hosted by the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI), European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL), under accession numbers EGAS00001002393, EGAS00001003228, and EGAS00 001003237.
